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Tomorrow’s Heirlooms –
The Construction, Craftsmanship and   
Customization of High-End Home Furnishings Wood Product Construction

Veneer and Inlay Artistry

- American high end 
manufacturers only purchase 
from FSC certified and/or 
Appalachian Hardwood 

Verified Sustainable sources.
- Veneer allows many pieces
of furniture to be made from
less natural material.

Artistry of High End Veneer

- High-end pieces with multiple
layers of veneer, with solid wood 
edges and water proof glues not
only are heirloom quality, but 
can be refinished if damaged or
desired up to 7 times.
- The cabinetmaker visualized
the placement of veneer on a 
wood product as we envision
fabric on an upholstered piece. 
In this example book matched
crotch mahogany is vertically placed.

Veneer and Inlay Artistry

- Once the veneers are hand 
selected and a face has been 
created, they are used as the 
top or face of a veneer panel.  
- High-end wood products 
feature 5-7 ply veneer 
construction like fine
antiques.  

Veneer and Inlay Artistry

A typical 5-ply construction 
would entail:

1. Face veneer
2. Cross-band 
(direction of grain runs opposite of the face)

3. Core 
(direction of grain runs same as the face)

4. Cross-band 
(direction of grain runs opposite of the face)

5. Back veneer 
(direction of grain runs same as the face)
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Differences in Price – Differences in Quality
- Mid-market products feature 
3-ply construction
- Low-end veneered products 
feature particle board with a
single veneer layer made of
paper, printed wood or a
wood grain veneer. Then a
veneer edge band is applied. 
-Without solid wood 
for edges and joinery, the 
piece can not withstand any
freight damage or racking. 
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Veneer and Inlay Artistry

-18th Century craftsmen hand
selected choice veneers to add 
beauty, movement and illusion 
of height and width to their
hand made pieces.

Solid versus Veneer Debate

- Solid wood versus veneer
construction is not the 
difference in high end quality 
and lesser quality.
- It is the quality of the 
components and the quality
of the assembly.
- Why does veneer products
have a bad reputation?

Solid versus Veneer Debate

- Modern glues are water 
proof and are stronger 
than the wood itself.
- It was the invention of
the airplane and its use in
WWI that created the
need for waterproof glues
- By WWII the planes were
made from plywood because
the metal was needed for
tanks, shells, guns, and other
military use.

Kiln Dried Lumber

- High End manufacturers                                                         
use only the finest materials                                                     
such as kiln dried lumber.                                                           
Many lower priced furniture                                                       
makers especially imports                                                     
do not use fine kiln dried                                                          
lumber.
- Properly cured kiln dried 
lumber will allow the piece to
be used in any home in any 
area of the country.

Kiln Dried Lumber Benefits

- Wood is dried over a 4-6 
week period of time to a
moisture content of 0%
and then is carefully 
conditioned to 6-8% 
moisture content.
- High end manufacturers 
allow the wood to equalize
for two weeks prior to 
cutting it.  This allows any
movement to occur before
it is made into furniture.
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Making The Parts

- High end manufacturers
carefully cut each piece of 
kiln dried lumber to make
each individual part.
- Careful effort is made to
cut, shape, carve and turn 
the wood. 
- The most responsible makers
use scrap to re-purposed into                                                     
other small parts if possible.                                                 
Sawdust, small scrap and other natural 
material is burned for power.

Sanding For Finish Clarity

- Each piece of wood has a 
unique grain pattern and density.
Wood from the center of the 
tree is soft and will absorb 
excessive amounts of stain.  Wood
from the area near the bark is 
denser and will absorb little 
finish.  
- Sanding creates a ‘scratch 
pattern’ that will allow finish 
to absorb more equally 
creating a beautiful finish.

Hand Applied Inlay

- Inlay is an honored craft
that predates the Phoenician                                                      
society. 
- Egyptian artifacts such as
this sarcophagus were 
inlaid with precious stones, 
ivory and metals such as
gold.

Hand Applied Inlay

- High End manufacturers                                                         
still apply real inlay instead                                                     
of decals, silk screens or                                                        
simply routed grooves.

Inlay and Veneer Artistry

The Egyptians invented plywood and the technique veneering 
to create furniture and other objects to last throughout 
eternity. 

Inlay and Veneer Artistry

- Inlay and veneers 
accentuate the form 
- This reproduction of 
a New Hampshire antique
has been made from 
mahogany as well
as myrtle burl, maple, 
ebony and satinwood 
inlays. 
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Joinery & Construction Techniques

- Time proven 18th Century  
joinery techniques such as
mortise and tenon
are still used in
the making of high end
furniture.
- Lower quality pieces use 
lap joints 

Lap Joint

Drawer Construction 

- The finest drawer construction 
features English Dove Tail joints 
connecting the drawer front to 
solid oak or ash drawer sides that have 
grooves for Side Hung 
construction. In addition, a center
glide is positioned on the bottom of 
the drawer. 
- The benefits are that the center guide keeps drawers from 
skewing sideways while the side suspension keeps drawers 
level when heavily loaded. 
- No plastic parts to break. No metal to rust and scratch.

Drawer Construction 

- Time proven 18th Century  
joinery techniques English
such as dovetail joints are 
still used in the making of 
high end furniture. These 
drawers hold about 28% more
than French dove tail joint
drawers. (top)
- Lower quality pieces use 
French dove tail joints.                                                          
(bottom)

Drawer Construction 

- Most high end companies
invest in oak or ash drawer 
components which is the                                                         
least likely species to warp                                                          
or crack. This method is                                                 time 
proven as fine antiques                                                           
were made with oak. 
- Mid and low end drawers                                                    
typically are made from                                                          
generic species of wood                                                        
and then are finished over.

English Dove Tail Joint shown joining oak 
drawer with mahogany drawer front

Assembly 

- Most high end companies
use corner glue blocks held by 
glue and screws along with mortise
and tenon joints in the assembly of
wood products.
- Mid and low end products often
use lap joints, staples and glue in
assembly.

A Beautiful Finish Is From Magnificent Sanding

- Once the piece is assembled,
careful inspection and hand 
sanding is completed.
Cross scratches will ruin the
final finish.
- Sanding is labor intensive.  
Lower priced furniture can 
not afford the labor required
to create a clear finish.
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Clarity Is The Mark Of High End Finish

- High end furniture is typically
available in a variety of finish 
colors. Lower priced furniture
companies typically only offer
one finish.
- Lower priced furniture typically
has a consistent brown ‘painted’
finish that masks the wood grain
underneath.  It forgives the less
decorative wood and sanding.

Mid Market example

Clarity Is The Mark Of High End Finish

- High end furniture is typically
available in a variety of finish 
colors. Lower priced furniture
companies typically only offer
one finish.
- Lower priced furniture typically
has a consistent brown ‘painted’
finish that masks the wood grain
underneath.  It forgives the less
decorative wood and sanding.

High end example

Building A Deep Finish with Clarity

- High end furniture finishes 
are built through transparent
tinted finishes that are sealed
and sanded in between.  After
the 15-18 steps are completed, 
3 coats of lacquer are typical.
- Lower priced furniture often
has only 3-5 total finish steps.

Rub & Polish To Create The Final Patina

-To complete the final finish,
high end manufacturers
machine rub and polish 
all exterior surfaces.
- Lower quality pieces typically
only have the top machine
polished.  Therefore, the 
exterior does not have a 
consistent sheen level or 
smoothness.

High End Customization

- Some high end American 
manufacturers offer optional 
finishes.
- Most mid and low end
manufacturers import their
furniture and can not offer
finish options to personalize 
pieces for their clients.

High End Customization

- Some high end American 
manufacturers offer options 
to the case itself.
- Most mid and low end
manufacturers import their
furniture and can not offer
any options to personalize 
pieces for their clients.
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High End Customization

- Some high end American 
manufacturers offer options 
such as by the inch tables with
options such as veneer and 
finish options.
- Most mid and low end
manufacturers import their
furniture and can not offer
any options to personalize 
pieces for their clients.

Hardware Quality

- Solid cast brass hardware
is used to adorn high end
furniture.  The finish may be
bronze or silver but the metal 
is brass to last the test of time.
- Lower priced hardware is 
not made from solid brass. It
often is punched out from 
metal sheets. Much is made
from metal with a metallic 
brass, pewter or silver finish 
applied.

High End Customization

- Some high end manufacturers
offer hardware options. 
- Hardware options are rarely
found in mid to low end
companies.

Wood Products Review

- The quality of the components and the quality of the 
construction are more important than the 
construction type of solid versus veneer.
- High end manufacturers tend to offer finish 
flexibility where mid and low end companies do not.
- Some high end manufacturers also offer hardware 
and/or case modification. 

Upholstery Construction

Solid Wood Versus Plywood Frames

- Only the finest upholstery
companies still make fine
solid wood upholstery frames
from kiln dried lumber.
- The benefits include the 
shape of the final upholstery
is a result of the shape of the 
frame and not the padding.
- The owner may have the piece
recovered as many times as they
choose.  Plywood and flakeboard
shatter when staples are removed.
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Exposed Wood & Finishes 

- High end manufacturers 
exposed wood upholstery
items feature fine woods                                                            
such as mahogany, cherry                                                          
or walnut.
- Lower priced companies                                                         
use poplar, imported species
or maple with ‘mahogany’ 
finishes.

Solid Wood Versus Plywood Frames

- Some high end companies still use
hardwood frames made from
kiln dried 5/4” lumber.  
- Shaped frame parts are joined
with 18th Century joinery such as
mortise and tenon, corner blocks 
held by glue an screws, finger
joints and triple dowels.
- Mid and low end manufacturers
now use plywood for frames.

Solid Wood Versus Plywood Frames

- Most manufacturers now use 
plywood for frames.  They are
strong but can not be easily
re-upholstered or repaired.

Solid Wood Versus Plywood Frames
High end example left and version at a lower price

Solid Wood Versus Plywood Frames
High end example left and version at a lower price

8-Way Hand Tied Springs
- Not all ‘8-way hand-tied spring-ups are the same.  
High End example on the left has steel bands underneath each row of springs.  This 
insures that the springs will be supported for the life of the chair.  The example on the 
right is a lower priced piece that has woven material bands without steel bands.  
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8-Way Hand Tied Springs

- American ingenuity created 
8-way hand tied spring 
construction.  High end 
manufacturers still hand tie
individual double-cone coil
springs into the frame                                                                 
creating a timeless support                                                          
system.

8-Way Hand Tied Springs
- Not all ‘8-way hand-tied spring-up’ is the same.  
High End example on the left has true 8-way hand tied springs.  All springs are tied in 
8 positions. The example on the right has the same number of springs but, only the 
center spring has been tied in 8 positions. The other springs have only 5-6 points 
where the springs are tied.

8-Way Hand Tied Springs
- Not all ‘8-way hand-tied spring-ups are the same.  
High End example on the left has true 8-way hand tied springs.  All springs are tied in 
8 positions. The example on the right has the same number of springs but, only the 
center spring has been tied in 8 positions. The other springs have only 5-6 points 
where the springs are tied. 

Drop In and No Sag Spring Up

- Lower priced upholstery
does not invest the labor to
craft 8-way hand tied springs
into the frame. 
- Drop in units are common 
or ‘no sag’ units. 
- Neither give the comfort or 
support over time as true
8-way hand tied individual                                                       
springs.

Fabric Matching

- Fabric matching is another
key factor in high end versus
mid and low price upholstery.
- High end upholstery applies
a patterned fabric to each
surface instead of just the 
front of the piece.
- High end upholstery may be
floated in a room.
- Some companies have found                                                    
ways to recycle scrap instead             
of landfills.

Fabric Matching

- The amount of fabric necessary
to upholster a piece of furniture
varies by the placement of the 
motif on the body cloth.  In this 
image is a “5 star”, “side by side”, 
“half drop” and “centered” repeat.
- Each of these fabrics are 54” wide
with a 27 inch vertical repeat.
- The amount of fabric required for
the same piece of furniture varies                                               
by 100%!
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Fabric Matching

- High end manufacturers position or
spot the motif not only on the inside
back, seat and front of the piece, but
also on the out arms, out back, in arms 
and every surface so that the motif is
accentuated equally on the piece.
- Mid and low end manufacturers 
typically only center the motif on the 
front of the piece. Shown here is an 
example where the motif was not 
centered consistently on any area.
- The amount of fabric required can 
be very different – like the tailoring.

Upholstery Process 

- UFAC Flammability is an optional
certification that furniture companies
may invest in.  Most companies 
whether high, medium or low end
typically make their products meet
UFAC Flammability standards. 
- Natural padding materials does not
meet UFAC codes.
- California 117 is available on all.  
However California 133 is not available
from all companies due to expense.

COM and Personalization

- High end upholstery companies
encourage you to send COM.
- The best high end companies                                                
offer services such as inspection                                                 
upon receipt, latex and knit                                                         
backing resources, laminating,                                              
flame proofing, and other                                                       
services.
- Many mid to low end upholstery
companies do not encourage or
allow COM.

Cushion Standards & Options 

- Seat and back cushions are
a place where many mid and 
low end manufacturers have 
learned they can cut costs.  
- High end manufacturers 
typically make spring-down
seat cushions and blend-down
back cushions standard instead
of fiber backs and poly-dacron
foam cushions.

High end example

Mid end example

Cushion Standards & Options 

Spring-Down Seat Cushion High end example

Poly Dacron Seat cushion Mid market example

Throw Pillow Standards

- High end companies make
a blend of down, small duck 
feathers and ultracel fiber or 
goose feathers standard.
In addition, most have 20-22”
throw pillows standard.
- Mid and low end companies
typically make fiber fill throw
pillows standard.  Often 
standard throw pillows are 
16-18”.

High end example

Mid end example
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Skirt Construction & Options

- Fine high end upholstery has sleek, fitted skirts from its 
custom fitted skirts that hang
neatly and fit perfectly.
- Mid to low end upholstery is 
common to have pre-made
skirts that are folded or stretched                                                
to fit.  
- One can simply raise a skirt                                                     
to see the tailoring differences.
- High end manufacturers also 
offer optional skirts, some at no 
up-charge since they are made 
custom to fit the piece.

High end example

Mid end example

Customize by Length

- Some high end manufacturers 
offer size options that will allow 
the piece to be made for the 
room instead of settling for the 
standard size. 
- The most talented high end                                     
manufacturers offer by the 
inch increments instead
of 4-6 inch size jumps.

Differences in Price – Differences in Quality

High End Upholstery 
- Shaped hardwood frames vs. plywood 
- Real 8-way hand tied springs vs. drop in or no sag springs
- Full flow matching on all sides vs. just the front
- Custom made lined and fitted skirts vs. pre-made with 
surged ends folded under
- Luxurious spring-down seat cushions with blend down back 
cushions and either blend down or white goose feather throw 
pillows standard vs. Dacron wrapped foam seat cushions with 
Dacron fiber back cushions and throw pillows


